


This toolkit is designed to assist you and your store with the

strategies and knowledge of how to market and implement the

Double Up Food Bucks program to serve a Latino market. The

toolkit contains information, advice, strategies, and tips to better

serve your Latino customers and provide vital information about

the Double Up Food Bucks program. Keep in mind that no store is

alike and many of the tools discussed should be tailored to better

address the needs of your store and your customers. This toolkit

is available in both English and Spanish and contains marketing

materials in both languages. 

We hope that it is of great help to you.

-The Wellbeing Partners 
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ABOUT THE
PROJECT 

The Wellbeing Partners is a nonprofit organization based out of Omaha, Nebraska

whose mission is to build wellbeing into the way our communities and businesses grow

through advocacy, collaboration, and education. In May of 2019, The Wellbeing

Partners was selected through a request for application process to convene Share Our

Table, a food security coalition made up of 75 organizations from the Omaha-Council

Bluffs Metro Area. 

1.1 Background 

       1.1.1 The Wellbeing Partners 

Share Our Table began through a United Way initiative that stemmed from the Healthy

Food for All plan, which was published in November of 2018. The vision of Share Our

Table is a food-secure community where every person in the Omaha-Council Bluffs

metro area has access to an adequate supply of nutritious, affordable, and culturally-

appropriate food to be productive members of our community. The coalition officially

launched in the summer of 2019 with the Share Our Table Food Summit. In August

2019, four workgroups and the executive leadership for Share Our Table were formed.

The four workgroups focused on each of four goals outlined in the Healthy Food for All

plan:

Goal 1: All community members have equitable and adequate access to nutritious food.

Goal 2: Food is produced and distributed in ways that create a sustainable system that

values workers, consumers, and the land.

      1.1.2 Share Our Table  
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Goal 3: Community members have the knowledge and skills to grow, select, and

prepare nutritious food to maximize resources.

Goal 4: Catalyze community change around food system challenges and root causes of

hunger. 2

In the summer of 2020, The Wellbeing Partners with the support of the organizations

that were part of Share Our Table applied for funding from USDA through the Gus

Schumacher Nutrition Incentive Program grant (GusNIP). In the Fall of 2020, The

Wellbeing Partners received the grant to begin the implementation of The Healthy

Neighborhood Store: A Business Development Catalyst for Latino Markets pilot at Las

Nenas Zamora Market Inc. 

Although this pilot began in 2020, Las Nenas Zamora Market Inc. has been part of this

work for many years. In 2010, Las Nenas signed on to the Communities Putting

Prevention to Work grant through the Center for Disease Control and Prevention as a

Healthy Neighborhood Store and implemented several store redesigns to place healthy

foods near the front of the store and place Healthy Neighborhood Store marketing and

signage throughout the footprint of the consumer’s experience in the store. Produce

displays were redesigned to place items where they would maintain freshness without

interacting with other items, and tobacco and alcohol signage were removed and/or

placed in the back of the store to give room for more healthy food promotion. During

the period of this grant, Las Nenas hosted monthly taste-testing healthy recipe demos,

offered menu and meal planning materials to shoppers, and began purchasing produce

in a buyer consortium with other area small neighborhood markets. In 2019, Las Nenas

partnered with Nebraska Extension to begin offering Double Up Food Bucks. Double

Up Food Bucks is a program that incentivizes Supplemental Nutrition Assistance

Program (SNAP) recipients to spend their SNAP dollars on fresh fruits and vegetables.

A SNAP customer can earn up to $20 of Double Up Food Bucks a day when they spend

$20 on fresh produce at a participating retailer. 
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      1.1.3 Healthy Neighborhood Store: A Business 

                 Development Catalyst for Latino Markets 

                 Pilot

Increase the purchase of GusNIP qualifying fresh fruits and vegetables by low-

income consumers participating in SNAP by increasing access through providing

incentives and increasing awareness through outreach and promotional efforts. 

Provide community engagement through community health partners, local public

health departments, SNAP-Ed direct education, system, and environmental

interaction 

Create culturally relevant business planning and nutritional education strategies

that support Double Up Food Bucks' fruit and vegetable consumption among low-

income SNAP consumers in Latino markets. 

The primary goal of the  Healthy Neighborhood Store: A Business Development

Catalyst for Latino Markets was to promote the purchase and increase consumption of

healthy and culturally relevant fresh fruits and vegetables among individuals living in

food-fragile areas of Douglas County and had three objectives: 

This was all to be done in partnership with Las Nenas, Nebraska Extension, and the

Share Our Table coalition. To ensure that the project was fulfilling the needs of those in

the Latino community, the staff and contractors who worked on the pilot are part of

the Latino community and speak the language of those whom they serve. Using

GusNIP funds, The Wellbeing Partners was able to contract with the Midlands Latino

Community Development Corporation (MLCDC) to fulfill the role of Healthy Business

Development coach and aid with the business strategies of this project. The Wellbeing

Partners' Food System and Built Environment Coordinator worked with MLCDC to

ensure that the objectives and primary goal of the project were met. 
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      1.1.4 Timeline of  Project Implementation and

                 Activities
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1.2 Toolkit Content 

This toolkit contains information such as the pre-evaluation needed of the store or

establishment that will be working to increase the usage of Double Up Food Bucks as

well as information on how to engage customers and marketing strategies. The

Wellbeing Partners created this toolkit to aid stores that accept SNAP, participate in

the Double Up Food Bucks Program, and serve primarily the Latino community.               

 If you have a question about this toolkit or would like more information on training,

please contact Claudia Granillo at 402-934-5795 or

claudiag@thewellbeingpartners.org 

1.3 Double Up Food Bucks 

Double Up Food Bucks is a program available in Nebraska through a public-private

partnership. The program aims to incentivize individuals who are SNAP recipients to

purchase more fresh fruit and vegetables. Double Up Food Bucks accomplishes this by

allowing SNAP customers to earn up to $20 of Double Up Food Bucks vouchers or

balance on their Double Up Food Buck card when they spend $20 on produce at a

participating store or farmers market. The Double Up Food Bucks can then be

redeemed for more fresh produce at the participating retailers. 1

 

In 2019, Las Nenas Zamora Market partnered with Nebraska Extension to begin

offering the Double Up Food Bucks program at the store. Since beginning this program,

Las Nenas Zamora Market has become the largest store distributor of Double Up Food

Bucks in the state of Nebraska. 

Due to the success of the Double Up Food Bucks program at the store, The Wellbeing

Partners brought an idea of a pilot project to Las Nenas Zamora Market, Nebraska

Extension, and Share Our Table. This project would focus exclusively on the Latino

community that the store serves. 
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1.4 Double Up Food Bucks at Las Nenas Zamora

Market 
Las Nenas Zamora Market began the program by providing Double Up Food Bucks

Vouchers to customers using the SNAP program. These vouchers each had a value of

$2 and SNAP customers could receive up to $20 per day.

When using the paper vouchers, the cashiers at the store would note on the receipt the

amount of money the customers spent on fresh fruits and vegetables and how many

vouchers they received as a result. The serial number of the vouchers would also be

noted. 

The receipt from the transactions would then be picked up from the store and

recorded on an Excel tracking sheet. The sheet included the last 5 numbers of the

customer's EBT card, the amount spent on fresh produce, the serial number of the

Double Up Food Bucks voucher, and the date of the transaction. 

1.5 Las Nenas Zamora Market Description 
Las Nenas Zamora Market is a grocery store located at 4907 S. 24th St. in Southeast

Omaha. Las Nenas employs 24 people in total with 20 people working in the front of

the store and four people working in the packing of dry goods.

Las Nenas Zamora Market has served the Omaha community for more than 40 years

and offers fresh fruits and vegetables, groceries, meat, and essential household

products. Their hours of operation are Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

The store also offers international money transfer services. 
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PRE-EVALUATION
OF THE PROJECT 

Determine the percentage of SNAP users to the number of clients.

Determine the characteristics of the clients: language, race, gender, age, etc.

Determine the hours that SNAP users frequent the store or establishment.

The person in charge of increasing the usage of the Double Up Food Bucks program

should use this tool to help determine the strategies that should be implemented based

on the store's customers and the shopping habits of people who use the SNAP

program. Additionally, the focus groups allow you to obtain information that can make

the use of the Double Up Food Bucks vouchers more efficient. 

2.1 Focus Groups

The person in charge of the implementation will need to coordinate two to three focus

groups. Store cashiers should be included in the focus groups. You can split the focus

groups into two shifts, meaning one in the morning and one in the afternoon. Likewise,

cashiers who work only on the weekends must be taken into consideration. Focus

groups can take between 45 – 60 minutes.

It is suggested that the cashiers who choose to participate in the focus groups receive

a $15 gift card to compensate for their time. Focus group sample questions can be

found below. It is recommended to adapt the questions depending on the responses

received from the focus group participants.

2.2 Focus Group Implementation 
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2.3 Focus Group Sample Questions 

These questions are only a sample and should be adapted based on the population

that the store implementing the program serves

Date:
Time:
Administered by: 

What percentage of clients are Latino?

What percentage of clients are African?

What percentage of clients are men/women?

What percentage of clients are over 60 years old?

What percentage of clients use EBT/SNAP benefits?

What percentage of clients are under 60 years old?

Do customers understand what Double Up Food Bucks is?

Why don't customers accept Double Up Food Bucks coupons?

Do customers try to use their coupons on unauthorized products in the store?

Can you accept dirty or traded coupons?

How do customers receive double the number of coupons?

Do customers get mad when they can't get more than $20 in coupons when 
they spend more than $20?

Double Up Food Bucks Focus Group 
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90% of shoppers are Latino customers

30% of Latino shoppers are male 

70% of Latino shoppers are women 

30% of Latino customers use EBT/SNAP

3% of adult Latino shoppers are seniors (60+) 

97% of adult Latino shoppers are 30-60 years old

Afternoon customers 

85% of shoppers are Latino customers

30% of Latino shoppers are male 

 70% of Latino shoppers are female 

50% of Latino customers use EBT/SNAP

40% of adult Latino shoppers are seniors (60+) 

60% of adult Latinos shoppers are 30-60 years old 

Below is an example of the results obtained from the two-group approach mentioned

above. 

Customer statistics from Las Nenas Zamora Market: 

 Morning customers

2.4 Analysis of the Focus Group Results
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The materials in the following pages have been provided to stores or establishments to

support efforts to increase the use of the Double Up Food Bucks Program vouchers. 

For promotional materials given to clients: 

The materials were printed on glossy stock paper and in quantities of 250 if they were

to be distributed out to clients. Furthermore, the materials were either sized at 8.5"x11"

or 3.5"x5.5" 

For promotional materials mounted in store:

The promotional materials mounted in-store were printed on a foam-core board

20"x24" in size. 

3.1 Program Promotional Materials

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
AND PROMOTION 
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The two main forms of promotion for the Double Up Food Bucks program were

informational flyers and posters or fixed notices. These forms of promotion were

chosen because they allow the communication of program information at a lower cost

rather than having a person in the store or at the establishment promoting the

program.

3.2 Promotional Tools

If there are flyers that were previously used to promote the Double Up Food Bucks

Program in your store, the same colors and logos may continue to be used for

consistency. It is suggested to re-evaluate the content of the promotional material to

update information, as many promotional materials often contain too much

information. This could lead to customers not fully reading the information provided

due to not having enough time to fully read the materials or losing interest in the

content. 

3.3 Flyer and Poster Creation 

Include the use of photos of fruits and vegetables for sale in the store or

establishment

The photo must be at least 1/3 of the total size of the poster

Use large font size

Keep the word count to a minimum by using a maximum of 5 lines for

information

Use bold letters to emphasize words like money, savings, vegetables, etc.

Use the Double Up Food Bucks program logo.

The purchase of vegetables and fruits can be motivated by the design and use of

certain words and characteristics in the information presented. 

Below are some ideas to take into account when designing promotional materials:

3.4 Design and Size 
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Visible from where they line up to pay for products

On the back of the cash register

Next to the exit door

At the front door

For the location of the informational flyers and posters, the flow of customers,

the time they spend in each area, and the location of the products that are

included, such as fruits and vegetables must be considered. Additionally,

cashiers can also include flyers in product bags or prompt customers to pick

up a flyer.

The posters must be placed so they are visible to the customers. 

The suggested placement should be: 

3.5 Location of Promotional Materials

The content displayed should be rotated every month to maintain the interest

of customers. Although the content is the same, the curiosity of the

customers will be called to attention with new and more colorful photos or

marketing. The location of the promotional tools should be maintained to

focus the interest of customers in the same place.

3.6 Timing of Usage of Promotional Materials 
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DOUBLE UP FOOD
BUCKS FAQ

How does the Double Up Food Bucks
program work?
SNAP participants are automatically enrolled into
the program. When they buy fresh fruits,
vegetables, and herbs with their SNAP/EBT card at
participating locations, they will be given either
FREE DUFB coupons or funds on their DUFB card,
depending on the location, for fresh produce. Up to
$20 per day is matched each day.

Do I have to use Double Up Food Bucks I
have earned on the same day I purchase
produce?
No, coupons and funds may be redeemed the same
day that produce is purchased OR they can be
saved for future use. 

What locations are there? 
4+ Omaha  locations- 
Las Nena’s Zamora Market (4907 S 24th St.)
No More Empty Pots Community Harvest
(nmepomaha.org/ community-harvest) 
Fair Deal Village MarketPlace (2118 N 24th St.) 
Omaha Farmers Market- Old Market (11th and
Jackson St)
Omaha Farmers Market- Aksarben Village (67th
and Center St),

Why is this program only at these
locations? 

The Double Up Food Bucks was created to
provide community members with more fresh,
local produce, and to support local farmers. So,
only farmer’s markets and grocery stores with
local produce support this program.

Who funds this program? 
DUFB is supported by multiple organizations.
Major funders include CHI Health, Children’s
Hospital & Medical Center, and Nebraska
Extension. In addition, this local site may have
local funding from a foundation or organization.
Questions? Call 402-472-3716 or visit
DoubleUpNebraska.org

What is the difference between
SNAP/EBT market tokens and the DUFB
card or coupons?
You can use the SNAP/EBT tokens for anything
that you would normally buy with your EBT card,
however the DUFB coupons or DUFB card funds
are only good for fresh fruits, vegetables, and
herbs.





The Wellbeing Partners and the Nutrition Education Program (NEP) from Nebraska

Extension collaborated to bring a food demonstration to Las Nenas Zamora Market

customers and SNAP/EBT participants. The goal was to raise awareness and share the

benefits of the Double Up Food Bucks program as well as provide nutrition education

to the community.

For this demo, the Mango Tango Black Bean Salsa recipe from the University of

Nebraska Lincoln Extension website was used. The recipe was made beforehand due

to COVID-19 restrictions and was placed in a cooler. This recipe was chosen because

the ingredients can be easily purchased at Las Nenas Zamora Market using SNAP and

most of the ingredients qualify for the Double Up Food Bucks program. A copy of the

recipe can be found at the end of this section. 

3.7 Food Demo at Las Nenas Zamora Market 

The main objective of recording the food demos was to promote and increase the

number of users of the Double Up Food Bucks Program. This was done through the

collection of nutritious Latino recipes to use in the demo. Video participants were

encouraged to use highly nutritious recipes. 

When selecting the participants for the video you should keep in mind those who are

frequent customers at your store. The participants in the video for this program were

all people who frequently shopped at Las Nenas Zamora Market and who live in the

South Omaha Community. The food was pre-prepared one day before the video

recording and the participants were asked to bring their fully prepared recipe from

home. The videos were then recorded at the Nebraska Extension Douglas-Sarpy

County office and scripts were created for the participants to guide themselves at the

time of the recording. The food demo video would ideally be shared on social media

platforms of Las Nenas Zamora Market to inform their customers about nutritious

meals while saving money using the Double Up Food Bucks program. 

3.7 Video Food Demo 
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Purchase of ingredients: Most of the vegetables and fruits featured in the video were

purchased at Las Nenas Zamora Market to highlight the diversity of fresh produce

available. 

Tools: Kitchen utensils were used to prepare the ingredients for the participants and

for the cooking demonstration. A video recorder, lights, and microphone were used to

create the food demo video. 

Recipe preparation:  Participants were asked to use their own nutritious recipe or were

given a recipe that was culturally relevant. All recipes were reviewed by a nutritionist

and were approved prior to the recording of the demo. All ingredients were purchased

by The Wellbeing Partners and participants were able to pick up their ingredients at

the Midlands Latino Community Development Corporation office the day before

recording. Basic scripts were created for participants to practice their lines for the

video. The ingredients were staged in the video as the participants brought their

recipes cooked and ready for the final shot.

Food preservation: All ingredients were refrigerated the day before the cooking

demonstration and throughout the day of the shoot.

3.8.1 Preparation and Planning
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Ingredients:

1 mango, gently rub under cold running water

1 (15 oz.) can of black beans, drained and rinsed

1 (7 oz.) can of whole kernel corn with peppers, drained

1/4 cup onion, scrubbed with a clean vegetable brush under running water, finely

chopped

1/4 cup fresh cilantro, gently rubbed under cold running water, coarsely chopped

2 Tablespoons lime juice

1 teaspoon garlic salt

1/4 teaspoon ground cumin

Directions:

Wash hands with soap and water.

Wash and peel the mango, then cut in half lengthwise. Throw away the seed. Cut into

3/4-inch cubes. In a medium bowl, combine all ingredients and mix well.

Refrigerate until ready to use. Serve with tortilla chips.

*Recipe Courtesy of UNL Extension 

Mango Tango Black Bean Salsa
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Ingredients:

1 Cauliflower

2 Medium Carrots

3 Asparagus spears 

½ of a Bell Pepper (any color)

½ of a Purple or White Onion

1 teaspoon of Virgin Olive Oil 

Salt

Directions:

Wash hands with soap and water. The cauliflower is grated with a cheese grater or in a

food processor. The other ingredients are chopped and once everything is chopped,

will then be stir-fried. In a pan, heat the olive oil. Once the pan is hot, fry the onion, then

the carrot, as well as the pepper. Once the vegetables have cooked to your liking, stir in

the cauliflower, and cover it for about 8-10 minutes.  

*Recipe courtesy of Paola Barrera 

Cauliflower Rice
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Ingredients:

Water

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon baking soda

12 nopales, cut into strips

5 tomatillos

1/4 onions

3 serrano peppers 

1 clove garlic

1 cup fresh cilantro

6 Poblano peppers

1 tablespoon oil

1/2 cups onion, in plasters

1/4 cups panela cheese, fallen apart

Corn tortillas

Directions 

Wash hands with soap and water. Boil the water in a pot over medium heat, add the salt,

baking soda, and nopales until they change color and are soft. Rinse with cold water and

drain to avoid slime. For the sauce, in a pot with boiling water, cook the tomatoes, onion,

garlic, and peppers for around 25 minutes. Drain, chill and blend until a smooth sauce is

obtained. Reserve. Grill the poblano peppers on a pan over high heat. Put them in a

plastic bag and let them sweat for about 15 to 20 minutes. With a knife, clean and de-vein

the peppers, cut them into thin strips, and reserve. In a small pot, heat the oil, cook the

onion, add the nopales and the Poblano peppers and cook for 5 minutes. Add the green

salsa, cook until thick, and season. Serve on a plate, garnish with the panela cheese and

serve with warm corn tortillas.

*Recipe courtesy of KiwiLimon 

Nopales (Cactus) with Rajas in Green Salsa
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Ingredients:

1 ear of corn, large, cut into 1.5 inch wide pieces

6  epazote leaves

3 lbs of beef shank, boneless

10 garlic cloves

1/2 onion, chopped

2 carrots

1 chayote

1 potato, medium

2/3 cup  of green beans

2 zucchinis

10 pasilla peppers, large, clean, veinless, and seedless

1 tablespoon of olive oil

2 tomatoes

3 xoconostles

lime, to accompany

onion, to accompany

Directions:

Wash hands with soap and water. Peel the xoconostles and cut them in half to remove all the

seeds, making sure they are very clean. Then cut those parts in half again until you have 4 parts

per xoconostle. In a pressure cooker add the meat, the corn, the xoconostle, 5 cloves of garlic,

half an onion, salt, and pepper to taste. Add water up to the mark on the pot and cook for

approximately 30 minutes. Cool and remove the onion and garlic. Peel the carrots, chayote,

potato and cut them into cubes of approximately 1.5 inches. Cut the zucchinis into 2-inch

cubes, slightly larger than the other vegetables. Add the potato, zucchinis, chayote, and carrots

to the meat cooking broth and cook over low heat for 15 minutes. Clean the peppers very well,

remove the veins and seeds and fry them in oil until lightly golden. With the same oil, fry the

remaining finely chopped onion, the garlic, and the tomato cut into cubes. Blend the ingredients

from the previous step together with the meat cooking broth. Add the epazote leaves for 10

minutes, correct seasoning, and serve with lemon.

*Recipe courtesy of KiwiLimon 

Mole de Olla 
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Be 19 years of age or older

Participates in the SNAP Program

Have used the Double Up Food Bucks Program at Las Nenas

The survey conducted at Las Nenas Zamora Market was over the Double Up Food

Bucks program, the products customers buy, and the demographics of the customers.

The customers who participated in the survey had to meet the following criteria:

If participants met the outlined criteria and completed the survey, they received a $10

gift certificate for Las Nenas Zamora Market that they could use for any products in

the store. Additionally, water and granola bars were provided for those taking the

survey.

The survey was conducted over the course of four days outside Las Nenas Zamora

Market. Tablets, paper surveys, and phone calls were used to collect the survey.

Information collected from the participants were the last four numbers of their EBT

card and their zip code. 

Ninety-six (96) surveys were administered over the four-day period with recruiting

mainly in Spanish in a face to face interaction outside the store. 

3.9 Survey 
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EPIC ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEM

Epic technology is the Double Up Food Bucks processing system being employed by

Las Nenas Zamora Market. The Fresh Tech application being utilized at the store was

developed by Epic Tech in collaboration with The Fair Food Network to convert the

DUFB program into a digital system. This was done to ensure interoperability at Grocery

and Farmers’ Market outlets. Epic technology is a technology platform connecting

consumers, farmers, and groceries. They have created an enhanced payment network

to help shoppers consume more fresh food through a variety of applications built on

their Fresh Tech. 3

4.1 Description

To implement Epic Fresh Tech at Las Nenas Zamora Market, Midlands Latino

Community Development Corporation and The Wellbeing Partners broke the

implementation down into three phases. 

Phase 1 

Thirty days before the technology went live in the store, The Wellbeing Partners and

MLCDC, in partnership with NE Extension, set up a table outside of the store for a week,

to speak to SNAP customers about the changes to Double Up Food Bucks that they

would see in the store. This allowed TWP and MLCDC to answer questions customers

had as well as begin the activation of their DUFB card. This outreach was also supported

by flyers placed inside of Las Nenas announcing the change the program would undergo

and the launch date of the change. The outreach began a month ahead of the change to

ensure that the customers had plenty of time to note the change. 

4.2 Implementation 
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Phase 2 

The week of implementation, The Wellbeing Partners with the help of Midlands Latino

Community Development Corporation, arranged a time to train the cashiers, store

manager, and owner on the Epic Fresh Tech system. A manual in both English and

Spanish was created to help the owner and staff navigate the system and small cheat

sheets were created and laminated, in both English and Spanish, reminding cashiers

how to perform transactions. Flyers and small handouts were also created for SNAP

customers reminding them of the change occurring to the DUFB program as well as

informing them when TWP would be outside activating DUFB cards and transferring

over paper vouchers. 

Phase 3  

On the day of implementation, The Wellbeing Partners, as well as Midlands Latino

Community Development Corporation, set up a table outside of the store to support the

activation of new Double Up Food Bucks cards as well as the transferring over of paper

vouchers. The Wellbeing Partners and Midlands Latino Community Development

Corporation were on site at the beginning of the day to ensure that any questions Las

Nenas morning cashiers had over the tech could be answered. This is something that

was repeated for the afternoon cashiers. 

Once the tech was up and running at the store, The Wellbeing  Partners were on-site

and available to the customers as they entered the store for an additional four days to

ensure that everything was going smoothly with transactions before the activation of

cards was switched over to the cashiers.
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Tablet

Secure wi-fi connection

Card readers

Fresh Incentives app

Lock for tablets

Stand for tablets 

Equipment

For this program implementation, Las Nenas Zamora Market required the following

equipment:

4.3 Problems and Solutions

Problems encountered after tech implementation 

Confusion on how to use the new card: FYI materials were created for customers that

explained how funds would be added and spent on their cards. This was given to them

upon activation and extras were printed to ensure the store had plenty in both English

and Spanish. 

Confusion on how to create an account and check balance online: FYI materials were

created for customers that explained the process with pictures. These are available at

the store in both English and Spanish. Furthermore, the customers are referred to the

phone number on the back of their Double Up Food Bucks card which routes them to

Nebraska Extension, and depending on language need, their question is answered. 
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Questions on paper vouchers: Las Nenas Zamora Market has been instructed to

continue receiving paper vouchers that were not transferred over to the card. These

vouchers are accepted but no paper ones are given out at the store. 

Confusion on how to check balance in-store: The cashiers have been reminded that

within the tablet, they have a button available to them that allows them to check the

balance on the customer’s Double Up Food Bucks card. If a customer has a question

about their SNAP card, cashiers have been instructed to refer them back to Nebraska

Department of Health and Human Services. 

Examples of materials provided to customers can be found on the next page for your

use.
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Las Nenas will now use a card instead
of vouchers for the Double Up Food
Bucks Program

How to Use Your Double Up
Food Bucks Card

How does a transaction work with my new Double Up
Food Bucks Card?
Below you will find the steps you will need to follow in order to
spend and earn using your Double Up Food Bucks card

Adding Funds to your 
Double Up Food Bucks Card

2. The cashier will add the total amount of 
 produce that qualifies for the Double Up
Food Bucks program 

3. Slide your Double Up Food bucks card
using the terminal 

1. Slide your SNAP/EBT card using the
terminal 

4. Lastly, slide your SNAP/EBT card one last
time. This WILL NOT remove money from your card rather
this step is used to ensure that your SNAP/EBT cards are
paired correctly and money can be added to your card. 

1

1



How do I check the balance on my Double Up Food
Bucks card? 
There are two ways to check the balance on your card: 

In store: Ask your cashier if they could check the balance on
your card. The cashier will ask you to slide your card through
the terminal. Your balance will then appear on the screen. 

Online: Visit  MyDoubleUp.com and create a new account to
check your balance. 

Spending funds using your 
Double Up Food Bucks Card

1. The cashier will click a spend option and
will add the total amount of produce that
qualifies for the Double Up Food Bucks
program. 

2. Slide your Double Up Food Bucks Card

3. The cashier will verify that the correct
amount has been charged. 
4. You will then be able to enter your email to receive a copy of
your receipt. 



Creating a New Account and Checking
your Balance Online

If you would like to check your balance online, you will need
an email address and will need to follow the steps below: 

1. Visit MyDoubleUp.com
when you are on the page you will see the
screen below:

2. Press the words SIGN UP HERE to create
a new account

3. When  you click the words SIGN UP HERE
it will take you to the screen below. You will
need to select the I already have a Double Up
Card option.

 4. The next screen will ask you to fill out your:
first name, last name, email, phone number,
Double Up Food Bucks card number, and your
SNAP/EBT card number. When you're ready,
press NEXT 



5. After  you press NEXT it will ask you the
following information: date of birth, address,
number of household adults and children
under the age of 18. 

6. When you're ready, press NEXT to the
next and final screen. 

7. This last screen outlines the privacy policy
and program terms. When you're ready click
the square next to PLEASE CHECK TO
ACCEPT THE PRIVACY POLICY AND
PROGRAM TERMS  and press FINISH when
you're done.

 8. You can now create a password for your
account and finish creating it. After creating
your account, you will be able to return to the
main page, input your email and password and  
check your balance. 

X



If you currently use the Double Up Food
Program vouchers, you must activate a

card before 
September 20th.

Make the change!

The cards will begin to be used at the
store on October 1st. 

Card activation will take place at 
"Las Nenas Zamora Market"  

September 13 to 16 from 
10AM to 5PM.



OUR STORE NOW USES A CARD FOR 
THE DOUBLE UP FOOD BUCKS

PROGRAM

Starting October 1st 
 If you use a SNAP/EBT card and participate in the 
Double Up Food Bucks program here at Las Nenas

we are now using a card instead of the paper vouchers for the
program

If you need a Double Up Food Bucks card or more information 
please speak with the cashiers 

Your paper vouchers will still be accepted but no paper
vouchers will be handed out, rather funds will be added to your

Double Up Food Bucks card



The Wellbeing Partners hope that this toolkit is helpful to those beginning

implementation of this program in Latino markets or to aid those who are currently

implementing it.  The Wellbeing Partners welcomes your feedback on any or all portions

of this toolkit and we encourage you to reach out to us if you have any questions. 

For more information about this toolkit or any questions regarding implementation

please contact Claudia Granillo at claudiag@thewellbeingpartners.org

For more information regarding Nebraska Double Up Food Bucks Program or to

become a participating store please visit:  https://food.unl.edu/DoubleUp

CONCLUSION



The Healthy Neighborhood Store: A Business Development Catalyst for Latino
Markets Toolkit was developed by The Wellbeing Partners in collaboration with
Midlands Latino Community Development Corporation. 

Funding for this pilot program was provided by the Gus Schumacher Nutrition
Incentive Program as well as United Way of the Midlands, CHI Health, American Heart
Association, Methodist Health System, and Nebraska Medicine.

The Wellbeing Partners thanks Nebraska Extension, Share Our Table, Douglas County
Health Department and the Latino Center of the Midlands for their help in
implementing key activities of this pilot at Las Nenas Zamora Market Inc. 


